
Excluded from the Start
How Intentional Segregation Shaped Our Neighborhood



a discriminating queen



Why Now?

www.segregatedbydesign.com



“restricted”



“restricted”



restricted by price & use

Macomb St & 
Ross Place



1915 NIMBYs
“no stores!”



restricted by race

3211 Macomb 



God help us



Racial Covenants  - DC Recorder of Deeds >Aug 1922

restricted by price



CP exported its racism
“Racially restrictive covenants did not 
disappear overnight because the 
Supreme Court’s 1948 ruling 
prohibited only judicial enforcement; 
it did not prevent private parties from 
writing and voluntarily abiding by 
them. In D.C.’s Spring Valley 
neighborhood, for example, the real 
estate company W.C. and A.N. Miller 
continued to include racial 
restrictions in deeds for its houses.” 
DC Policy Center



"To this end it is necessary that the 

management observe the highest 

standards in the selection of tenants who 

will aid in maintaining the character of the 

property."



1940 census: exclusion was successful

3315 Ross Place



1940 census

3220 Connecticut Ave



1920’s apartments – illegal if built today

Washington Post, Sept 16, 1923



1940 census: many lodgers

3507 Macomb St



Type B Residential Sub-Areas 

“… These areas are composed of the newer 
subdivisions of better class homes, representing 
a high degree of protection from adverse 
influences…”

Type H Residential Sub-Areas 
“The property in residential areas with this 
designation represents the negro developments 
and the lowest grade of residential area in the 
Washington Metropolitan Area. …

“…The only possible future for properties in 
these areas is that the present scattered 
structures may be razed and new planned 
subdivisions instituted in their place…”

Source: Housing Market Analysis, Washington, 
D.C., July 1937, Federal Housing Administration, 
Division of Economics and Statistics, August 5, 
1937

redlining



From Neil Flanagan’s Greater Greater Washington 
article “Here’s how real estate professionals in 1948 
perpetuated segregation in DC” reviewing the 1948 
report called Segregation in Washington (November 
12, 2015)

segregation inc.



1954: 
DC schools, 
including John 
Eaton, desegregate



midcentury shift in 
social mores

“Together they rally round the 
flag to fight off high rise 
developers…

“A generation after New Dealers 
refused to sign racially restrictive 
covenants… there are only a 
handful more Negroes living in 
Cleveland Park than when FDR 
was president.” 
Carl Bernstein, Sept 1, 1969



"I think the central question is, 'Can an urban 
neighborhood control what happens to it, or is 
development inevitable?'" says Boasberg. "I think if 
the community can get organized everything that is 
commercial need not be developed."

Metro opens 1981



1986: 
historic district

“enlightened and 
benevolent 
developer”



Why does this 
matter?



Take-Aways

1. Let’s correct our history

2. Recognize exclusion is still happening even if  
it’s no longer racism

3. Inability to change our built environment 
means fewer and fewer can afford to live here

4. How can we keep good architecture, while 
adding less expensive and subsidized housing?


